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UNIVERSAL FACTORIZATION SPACES AND ALGEBRAS
EMILY CLIFF
Abstract. We introduce categories of weak factorization algebras and factor-
ization spaces, and prove that they are equivalent to the categories of ordinary
factorization algebras and spaces, respectively. This allows us to define the
pullback of a factorization algebra or space by an e´tale morphism of schemes,
and hence to define the notion of a universal factorization space or algebra.
This provides a generalization to higher dimensions and to non-linear settings
of the notion of a vertex algebra.
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1. Introduction
We know that quasi-conformal vertex algebras give rise to universal chiral alge-
bras of dimension one: i.e. families of chiral algebras, one over each smooth curve C,
in a way compatible with pullback along e´tale morphisms between smooth curves.
This construction is spelled out in detail by Frenkel and Ben-Zvi in [FBZ04].
We know furthermore from the work of Beilinson and Drinfeld in [BD04] and
Francis and Gaitsgory in [FG12] that chiral algebras over a variety X are equivalent
to factorization algebras over X ; we therefore expect that we should be able to
formulate the notion of a universal factorization algebra in any dimension d, and
that in particular when we set d = 1 we should obtain a category equivalent to
the category of quasi-conformal vertex algebras. Moreover, we expect a non-linear
analogue of these definitions, namely a notion of a universal factorization space of
dimension d.
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The obvious way to begin is to say that a universal factorization algebra must
be an assignment
X, a d-dimensional variety 7→ ARanX , a factorization algebra over X,
together with data giving compatibilities between pullbacks of factorization algebras
along e´tale maps X → Y . However, for this to make sense, we need to define what
we mean by the pullback of a factorization algebra ARan Y over Y by an e´tale map
φ : X → Y . It turns out that this is not written explicitly anywhere in the literature:
to compute it, we must consider the chiral algebra BY associated to ARanY , take
its pullback φ∗BY ..= BX , and define φ∗(ARan Y ) to be the factorization algebra
ARanX associated to the chiral algebra BX .
In this paper we give a description of φ∗(ARanY ) without making use of the
equivalence between factorization algebras and chiral algebras, thus giving a more
hands-on construction of the factorization algebra. This allows us to formulate the
definition of a universal factorization algebra; we also have a non-linear analogue,
in the language of factorization spaces. The key idea is the intuitive observation
that the interesting information of a factorization space YRanY =
{
YXI → X
I
}
is
contained entirely in the data of
(1) YX → X , and
(2) the information of how to glue copies of YX together as we approach the
diagonal ∆I(X) in XI—that is, the restriction of the factorization isomor-
phisms to open neighbourhoods of the diagonal.
We formalize this intuition by introducing the notion of a weak factorization
space, where we only require the data of the spaces YXI and the structure isomor-
phisms of a factorization space to be given close to the diagonal, and by proving
that the forgetful functor from weak factorization spaces to ordinary factorization
spaces is an equivalence of categories. It turns out to be much easier to define the
pullback of a weak factorization space than that of an ordinary one, but this equiv-
alence allows us to extend the definition. This approach also works for factorization
algebras. With these definitions in hand, we can introduce universal factorization
spaces and factorization algebras.
These notions are important for two reasons: first, they provide a generalization
to higher dimensions and to non-linear settings of the notion of a quasi-conformal
vertex algebra. Second, universality of a family of factorization spaces or factor-
ization algebras can allow us to drastically simplify computations: the upshot of
the condition is that the family is completely determined by its behaviour over a
formal d-dimensional disc, and consequently that all computations can be reduced
to the case where X is the most convenient d-dimensional variety, in practice often
A
d. Moreover, just as a factorization space over any variety X can be used to
produce examples of factorization algebras over X by pushing forward line bundles
on the factorization space that are compatible with the factorization structure, so
can a universal factorization space be used to produce a universal factorization
algebra: one only needs to check that the line bundles in question are compatible
with the isomorphisms evincing the universality of the factorization space. Alter-
natively, given a family of factorization algebras, one may check that it is universal
by constructing it from such a compatible family of line bundles on a universal
factorization space, these latter conditions being perhaps more straightforward to
verify.
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This strategy is employed for example by Kapranov and Vasserot in [KV04],
where they claim that the computation of the chiral de Rham complex can be
reduced to the case of the curve A1. It turns out that the exposition in [KV04]
implicitly uses an incorrect definition of a universal factorization space, and re-
lies on the existence of maps which are in general undefined except on an open
neighbourhood of the diagonal; however as we will see in section 6, if the correct
definition as presented in this paper is used, the domain of definition of these maps
is large enough to imply that the factorization space in question is universal, and
consequently that the computations over A1 do indeed suffice.
The structure of the paper is as follows. We begin by recalling the definitions of
factorization spaces and algebras, and chiral algebras, and fixing notation that will
be used in the rest of the paper. In section 3 we propose a na¨ıve definition of the
pullback of a factorization space, which is the definition that was used implicitly
in e.g. [KV04]. We explain why it is not a good definition, to understand why the
definition we will eventually work with needs to be more subtle.
In section 4, we will introduce the notion of a weak factorization space or algebra,
and show that the categories of weak and ordinary (non-weak) factorization spaces
(resp. algebras) over a fixed variety X are equivalent. We will see in section
5 that it is straightforward to define the pullback of a weak factorization space
or algebra along an e´tale morphism. This allows us to define the pullback of a
factorization space (or algebra) by viewing it as a weak factorization space (or
algebra, respectively), and applying the pullback functor in that category.
We will conclude with some remarks justifying these definitions. In section 6
we formulate carefully the notion of a universal factorization space. It is then
straightforward to verify that some common and important examples of factor-
ization spaces, namely, the Beilinson-Drinfeld Grassmannian (introduced in [BD]),
and the jet-spaces studied by Kapranov and Vasserot in [KV04], form universal
factorization spaces, as expected. Finally, in section 7, we will show that our defi-
nition of the pullback of a factorization algebra agrees with the definition obtained
by pulling back the corresponding chiral algebra.
1.1. Acknowledgements. The idea to formalize the notion of a universal factor-
ization space was inspired in part by Kapranov and Vasserot’s paper [KV04]. In
particular, I thank Mikhail Kapranov for a helpful conversation in which he made
suggestions leading to the definition of a weak factorization space. I also thank
Kobi Kremnitzer for numerous enjoyable discussions on this topic.
2. Background: factorization spaces and algebras; chiral algebras
Let us begin by fixing some basic notation and recalling some essential definitions
that will be used throughout the paper. Our primary references for chiral algebras
and factorization algebras are [BD04] and [FG12], wherein many more details can
be found.
We fix k an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. We use capital Roman
letters X,Y, . . . to denote varieties over k, smooth of some fixed dimension d.
Definition 2.1. Let fSet denote the category of finite non-empty sets I and sur-
jections α : I ։ J .
Definition 2.2. A factorization space over X consists of the following data:
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(1) A prestack YRanX expressible as a colimit over fSet
op:
Y ≃ colim
I∈fSetop
YXI ,
where for each I ∈ fSet, YXI
fI
−→ XI is an indscheme over XI equipped
with a formally integrable connection, and for any α : I ։ J , there is an
indproper morphism Y(α) : YXJ → YXI compatible with the maps fI and
fJ .
(2) Ran’s condition: For any surjection α : I ։ J , there is a natural map
να : YXJ → X
J ×XI YXI given by
YXJ
XJ ×XI YXI YXI
XJ XI
Y(α)
fJ
fI
∆(α)
να
We require that να be an equivalence of indschemes, and that ν be asso-
ciative in the obvious sense.
(3) Factorization: Given α : I ։ J as above, we obtain a partition of I as⊔
j∈J Ij , where Ij = {i ∈ I | α(i) = j}, and consider the following open
subscheme of XI :
U = U(α) ..=
{
(xi)i∈I ∈ X
I | xi1 6= xi2 unless α(i1) = α(i2)
}
We let j = j(α) denote the open embedding U →֒ XI ∼=
∏
j∈J X
Ij , and
consider the following two pullback diagrams:
U ×XI YXI YXI U ×XI
(∏
j∈J YXIj
) ∏
j∈J YXIj
U XI U
∏
j∈J X
Ij
j′
f ′I fI
j′′
(∏
j∈J fIj
)′′ ∏
j∈J fIj
j j
We require an equivalence
dα : U ×XI

∏
j∈J
YXIj

 ∼−→ U ×XI YXI
of indschemes over U . Moreover, these equivalences dα should be associative
and compatible with the other structure maps να.
Example 2.3. Let us write out the compatibility condition between different dα
explicitly. Suppose that we have surjections of finite sets as follows:
I
β
−→ K
γ
−→ J.
Let α denote the composition γ ◦ β, and furthermore fix the notation:
K =
⊔
j∈J
Kj ; I =
⊔
j∈J
Ij ;
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βj : Ij ։ Kj.
Notice that U(β) ⊂
∏
j∈J U(βj), and also U(β) ⊂ U(α). This allows us to restrict∏
j∈J dβj and dα to U(β), so that the following composition is well-defined:(∏
k∈K
YXIk
)
|U(β)
∏
j∈J dβj
−−−−−−→

∏
j∈J
YXIj

 |U(β) dα−−→ (YXI ) |U(β).
The compatibility condition is simply that this composition is equal to dβ .
Definition 2.4. A factorization algebra A on X is the linear analogue of a factor-
ization space: it consists of a family
{
AXI ∈ D(X
I)
}
of D-modules1 together with
isomorphisms
να : AXI → ∆(α)
!AXJ ;
dα : j(α)
∗
(
⊠j∈JAXIj
)
→ j(α)∗AXI
for any α : I ։ J . Since we are working in the DG categories, the compatibili-
ties between these different isomorphisms ν•, d• are additional data consisting of
equivalences between various compositions, rather than simply equalities as in the
case of factorization spaces. These equivalences are themselves subject to higher
coherence requirements.
Definition 2.5. A chiral algebra on X is a D-module BX on X together with
the structure of a Lie algebra object on the D-module BRanX ..= ∆(pt)X,!(BX) ∈
(D(RanX),⊗ch). (Here ∆(pt) is the canonical map X → RanX .)
Somewhat more specifically, we require a morphism of sheaves on RanX
µB : BRanX ⊗
ch BRanX → BRanX
together with higher isomorphisms corresponding to skew-symmetry and the Jacobi
identity.
In particular, considering the restriction of this map along the canonical map
X2 → RanX and using the definition of ⊗ch , we have a morphism of sheaves on
X2
j∗j
∗ (BX ⊠ BX)→ ∆!BX ,
which we will also denote by µB. (Here ∆ : X → X2 is the diagonal embedding
and j = j(id) is the complementary open embedding.)
3. A preliminary definition for e´tale pullback of a factorization
space
Let
{
YY I → Y
I
}
be a factorization space over a smooth variety Y , and let φ :
X → Y be an e´tale morphism. We wish to define a factorization space
{
YXI → X
I
}
overX , the pullback of YRanY along φ. The first thing we could try is the following:
YXI
..= XI ×Y I YY I ,
where the map XI → Y I is just the I-fold product of φ. However, in general, this
does not give a factorization space.
1Let us emphasize that by D(Y ) we will always mean the DG category of D-modules on Y ,
and in particular that all functors of D-modules are the derived versions.
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Indeed, consider the set
Zφ ..=
{
(x1, x2) ∈ X
2 | x1 6= x2, but φ(x1) = φ(x2)
}
.
For a general e´tale morphism φ, this set is non-empty. Suppose that (x1, x2) is a
point of Zφ, and let y = φ(x1) = φ(x2) ∈ Y . Consider the fibre of YX2 over (x1, x2):
by definition, it is the fibre YY 2,(y,y) of YY 2 over the point φ
2(x1, x2) = (y, y). By
assumption, YY 2 |∆(Y ) is isomorphic to YY , so that this fibre is YY,y.
However, if {YXI} were in fact a factorization space, we would have
YX2,(x1,x2) ≃ YX,x1 × YX,x2 ≃ YY,y × YY,y.
It follows that {YXI} defined as above does not give a factorization space unless φ
is injective.
Observation 3.1. Note, however, that the axioms of a factorization space only
fail to hold on the set Zφ: it is straightforward to check that Ran’s condition holds
on ∆(X) ⊂ X ×X and that the factorization condition is satisfied on UX \ Zφ.
Note also that because φ is e´tale, X → X×Y X is an open embedding. It follows
that Zφ = X ×Y X \X is closed in X ×Y X , and hence also in X ×X . Therefore,
the complement Vφ of Zφ gives an open neighbourhood of the diagonal in X ×X .
Recall from the introduction that the interesting data of a factorization seems to
be concentrated near the diagonal. Thus, although our definition of the pullback
did not work over all of XI , there is reason to hope that it is a good definition on
an open subscheme of XI for each I, and that this data is enough to completely
determine the rest of the definition.
We formalize this intuition in the following section.
4. Weak factorization spaces
Definition 4.1. A weak factorization space over X is given by the following data:
(1) For each finite set I, we require an open subschemeW (I) ⊂ XI , containing
the diagonal ∆(X) ⊂ XI . We require an indscheme gI : ZI → W (I),
equipped with a formally integrable connection over W (I).
(2) For any surjection α : I ։ J , we require an open subscheme R(I/J) of
W (J)
⋂
∆(α)−1(W (I)) in XJ , containing the diagonal ∆(X). We require
an isomorphism ν˜α between the restrictions of ZI and ZJ to R(I/J). In
other words, Ran’s condition must hold on R(I/J).
(3) For any surjection α : I ։ J , giving rise to a partition of I as
⊔
j∈J Ij ,
we require an open subscheme F (I; (Ij)) of W (I)
⋂(∏
j∈J W (Ij)
)
in XI ,
containing the diagonal ∆(X). We require an isomorphism d˜α of the re-
strictions of ZI and
∏
j∈J ZIj to F (I; (Ij))
⋂
U(α). In other words, the
factorization condition must hold on F (I; (Ij)).
(4) We require compatibilities between the morphisms ν˜ and d˜ with each other
and under composition of surjections, wherever these compositions make
sense.
Definition 4.2. A morphism F between two weak factorization spaces
(ZI ,W (I), . . .) and (Z
′
I ,W
′(I), . . .)
is a collection of morphisms FI : ZI |V (I) → Z
′|V (I) over some open subschemes
V (I) ⊂ W (I)
⋂
W ′(I) which are required to contain the small diagonal. These
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morphisms must be compatible with the morphisms ν˜, ν˜′ and d˜, d˜′ wherever the
compositions make sense.
Let WFSp(X) denote the category of weak factorization spaces over X .
In particular, a factorization space
{
YXI → X
I
}
is a weak factorization space,
where we can take W (I) = XI for each I. We can also take R(I/J) to be XJ ,
and F (I; (Ij)) to be X
I for each surjection α : I ։ J . Furthermore, a morphism
of factorization spaces yields a morphism of the corresponding weak factorization
spaces, where we can take V (I) to be all of XI for each I.
Definition 4.3. In other words, we have a forgetful functor
Weak : FSp(X)→WFSp(X).
Theorem 4.4. The functor Weak is an equivalence of the categories of ordinary
and weak factorization spaces.
Proof. We will show that Weak is an equivalence by exhibiting a quasi-inverse,
Glue : WFSp(X)→ FSp(X).
Let Z = (ZI ,W (I), . . .) be a weak factorization space. Our goal is to build a
factorization space Glue(Z) =
{
YXI → X
I
}
by gluing together the pieces of Z
along the isomorphisms ν˜ and d˜. We will do this by induction on |I|.
The case I = {pt} is trivial: we have W (pt) = X , and we take YX ..= Z{pt}.
Let us also carry out the case I = {1, 2} explicitly, to motivate the induction
step. First notice that we have an open cover of X2 given by F (I; {1}, {2}) ∪ U ,
where U = U(α) is the open subset corresponding to the surjection α = idI . So to
define a space YI on X
2 it suffices to define a space on each of F = F (I; {1}, {2})
and U , and then to provide an isomorphism of these spaces over the intersection.
It is clear how to proceed: we take (ZI)|F over F , and (YX × YX) |U over U . Then
the isomorphism is given by d˜α, using the fact that YX = Z{pt}.
Let us now take n ≥ 3 and assume that we have constructed the spaces YXK →
XK for all K with |K| ≤ n − 1, and moreover that we have constructed the
isomorphisms να and dα for all surjections between sets of size at most n − 1.
We also assume that if F (K) denotes the intersection of all F (K; (Kj)), we have
YXK |F (K) = ZK . Let I be a finite set of size n.
We would like to use the same idea as in the case n = 2. To begin, we need
to find an open cover of XI . Let F (I) denote the intersection of the open sets
F (I; (Ij)) for each partition of I; it is a finite intersection of open neighbourhoods
of the diagonal ∆(X) in XI , so it is again an open set containing the diagonal. We
cannot express the complement XI \∆(X) as a set U(α) for any particular α, but
we notice instead that it is the union of all the sets U(α) where α runs over all
surjections from I to any set of size at least 2.
Next we need to specify the components of the space YXI living over each piece
of the open cover. Over F (I), we take the restriction of ZI to F (I). Over U(α), we
take the restriction of
∏
j∈J YXIj to U(α). Note that because of the assumption
that |J | ≥ 2, each Ij has size strictly less than n, and hence YXIj is defined, by the
induction hypothesis.
The next step is to provide isomorphisms between these pieces on the intersec-
tions of any pair of sets in the open cover. First suppose we have α : I ։ J ,
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β : I ։ K, and consider U(α) ∩ U(β). Define
J ⋆ K ..= {(j, k) ∈ J ×K | Ij ∩ Ik 6= ∅}.
By construction, there is a surjection from I to J ⋆ K, which we will denote by
α ⋆ β; moreover, the maps α and β obviously factor through α ⋆ β. Let us denote
by Ijk the intersection Ij ∩ Ik, whenever it is non-empty; it is of course equal to
I(j,k). Notice that U(α) ∩ U(β) = U(α ⋆ β). Let us also fix the following notation:
for k ∈ K,
J(k) ..= {j ∈ J | (j, k) ∈ J ⋆ K} ;
αk ..= α|Ik : Ik ։ J(k).
Similarly, for fixed j ∈ J , we define a subset K(j) of K, and the restriction βj of β
to Ij .
To define the isomorphism φα,β between the restrictions
(∏
j∈J YXIj
)
|U(α⋆β)
and
(∏
k∈K YXIk
)
|U(α⋆β), we will define an isomorphism between each of these
and
(∏
(j,k)∈J⋆K YXIjk
)
|U(α⋆β). Indeed, notice that U(α ⋆ β) ⊂
∏
k∈K U(αk); it
follows that (∏
k∈K
YXIk
)
|U(α⋆β) =
(∏
k∈K
(YXIk ) |U(αk)
)
|U(α⋆β).
Now by the induction hypothesis we have isomorphisms
dαk :

 ∏
j∈J(k)
YXIjk

 |U(αk) ∼−→ (YIkX )|U(αk).
Taking the product of the dαk over all k ∈ K and restricting to U(α ⋆ β) gives an
isomorphism from
∏
k∈K

 ∏
j∈J(k)
YXIjk

 |U(αk)

 |U(α⋆β) =

 ∏
(j,k)∈J⋆K
YXIjk


U(α⋆β)
to (∏
k∈K
YXIk
)
|U(α⋆β).
Let us denote this isomorphism by φβα. Swapping the roles of J and K, we also
obtain an isomorphism φαβ , and we define the desired compatibility isomorphism
φα,β to be the composition φ
β
α ◦ (φ
α
β )
−1.
It is immediate from this construction that φα,α = id, and that φβ,α = φ
−1
α,β . The
remaining compatibility condition to check is the compatibility of the isomorphisms
on triple overlaps: we need to show that
φβ,γ ◦ φα,β = φα,γ
on U(α ⋆ β ⋆ γ).
For this we use the compatibility of the morphisms d(α) with respect to com-
position of the surjections α. More specifically, we have the following commutative
diagram (where all spaces and morphisms are restricted to U(α ⋆ β ⋆ γ), and all
morphisms are isomorphisms, although we have omitted this from the notation):
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∏
k∈K YXIk
∏
(j,k)∈J⋆K YXIjk
∏
(k,l)∈K⋆L YXIkl
∏
(j,k,l)∈J⋆K⋆L YXIjkl
∏
j∈J YXIj
∏
l∈L YXIl
∏
(j,l)∈J⋆L YXIjl
∏
j,k dγ|Ijk
∏
k dα⋆γ|Ik
∏
k,l dα|Ikl
∏
l dα⋆β|Il∏
j,l dβ|Ijl
∏
j dβ⋆γ|Ij
∏
k dα|Ik
∏
j dβ|Ij
∏
k dγ|Ik
∏
l dβ|Il
∏
j dγ|Ij
∏
l dα|Il
The commutativity of each of the six triangles follows precisely from the com-
patibility condition described in Example 2.3. For example, the composition of
surjections
Ik
α⋆γ|Ik−−−−→ (J ⋆ L)(k)։ J(k)
is equal to α|Ik , and Example 2.3 implies that
dα⋆γ|Ik = dα|Ik ◦
∏
j∈J(k)
dγ|Ijk .
It follows that the two ways of tracing around the outside of the diagram from∏
j∈J YXIj to
∏
l∈L YXIl are equal. But going around the top is, by definition,
φβ,γ ◦ φα,β , while going along the bottom gives φα,γ .
Finally, we need to define compatibility isomorphisms on the overlaps
U(α)0 ..= U(α) ∩ F (I).
Since F (α) = F (I; (Ij)) contains F (I) and U(α), we have the weak factorization
isomorphism
d˜α :

∏
j∈J
ZIj

 |U(α)0 ∼−→ (ZI) |U(α)0 .
On the other hand, by the induction hypothesis, we have
∏
j∈J
ZIj

 |U(α)0 =

∏
j∈J
YXIj

 |U(α)0 .
So we can take φα,0 to be d˜α, and φ0,α to be its inverse. Compatibility of the
morphisms d˜ with respect to composition ensures in a similar way to the above
arguments that these isomorphisms are compatible on triple overlaps U(α ⋆ β)0.
Therefore, we have succeeded in building a space YXI over X
I which satisfies
(YXI ) |F (I) = (ZI) |F (I),
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and which comes equipped with the necessary isomorphisms dα and να.
This completes the induction step, and hence the construction of Glue(Z). It is
clear from the construction that a morphism
Z → Z ′
of weak factorization spaces gives rise to a morphism Glue(Z) → Glue(Z ′) of
factorization spaces. It is also immediate that Weak ◦Glue is equal to the identity
functor on WFSp(X), and conversely that Glue ◦Weak is equivalent to the identity
functor on FSp(X). 
Remark 4.5. Note that we can make exactly analogous definitions for factorization
algebras. We again have a forgetful functor from the category of factorization alge-
bras over X to the category of weak factorization algebras over X . The proof that
it is an equivalence is almost completely parallel to the above; the key difference is
that the factorization and Ran isomorphisms for a factorization algebra are only re-
quired to be compatible up to natural isomorphisms, which are themselves required
to satisfy higher compatibilities, whereas for a factorization space, the compatibili-
ties are strict. This means that in gluing the pieces of a weak factorization algebra
to get an ordinary factorization algebra, we must check compatibility conditions
over overlaps of multiple sets of the open cover, not just double and triple overlaps.
However, since our open covers are all finite, this process does terminate and we
can conclude that all the desired compatibility isomorphisms exist and satisfy the
required properties.
5. E´tale pullback of factorization spaces
Let us assume that we have an e´tale morphism φ : X → Y of smooth varieties,
and let Z = (ZI ,W (I), . . .) be a weak factorization space on Y . In this section,
our goal is to define a weak factorization space Z ′ = φ∗Z over X .
In the case I = {pt}, we have W ({pt}) = Y . We set W ′({pt}) = X , and we
define Z ′{pt} = X ×Y Z{pt}.
For more general I, consider
V Iφ
..=
{
xI ∈ XI | φ(xi1 ) = φ(xi2 )⇔ xi1 = xi2
}
.
It is the intersection of the sets
V I,i,jφ
..=
{
xI ∈ XI |φ(xi) = φ(xj)⇔ xi = xj
}
,
as i, j run over all unordered pairs in I. Arguing as in section 3, we see that the
fact that φ is e´tale implies that V I,i,jφ is open in X
I , and hence so is V Iφ . It is also
clear that it contains the diagonal ∆(X).
Now we define W ′(I) ⊂ XI to be the intersection
(φI)−1(W (I)) ∩ V Iφ = V
I
φ ×Y I W (I),
and we let Z ′I be equal to the pullback
Z ′I
..=W (I)′ ×W (I) ZI .
It is immediate that Z ′I is an indscheme with connection over W
′(I).
Proposition 5.1. There is a natural structure of weak factorization space on the
data {Z ′I ,W
′(I)}, induced from the weak factorization structure on {ZI ,W (I)}.
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Proof. First let us check that the weak version of Ran’s condition is satisfied. Let
α : I ։ J be a surjection of finite sets. We need to find an open neighbourhood
R′(I/J) of the diagonal ∆(X) in XJ over which we can identify the restriction of
Z ′J and the pullback of Z
′
I . We will use the fact that we have such an identification
ν˜α of ZJ and the pullback of ZI over the open set R(I/J); thus we can define the
desired isomorphism over the intersection of W ′(J) with the preimage of R(I/J)
under φJ and the preimage ofW ′(I) under the embedding ∆(α) : XJ →֒ XI . That
is, we take
R′(I/J) ..= (W ′(I)×XI W
′(J))×Y J R(I/J).
Then we have
R′(I/J)×W ′(J) Z
′
J ≃ (W
′(I)×XI W
′(J))×Y J
(
R(I/J)×W (J) ZJ
)
,
while
R′(I/J)×W ′(I) Z
′
I ≃ (W
′(I)×XI W
′(J))×Y J
(
R(I/J)×W (I) ZI
)
.
From this presentation, it is clear that we should define ν˜′α to be
idW ′(I)×
XI
W ′(J)×ν˜α
(composed with the natural isomorphisms above).
Let us next define the factorization isomorphisms d˜′α. We set
F ′(I; (Ij)) ..=

W ′(I)×XI

∏
j∈J
W ′(Ij)



×Y I F (I; (Ij))
=W ′(I) ∩

∏
j∈J
W ′(Ij)

 ∩ (φI)−1 (F (I; (Ij))) .
Then we have that F ′(I; (Ij))×W ′(I) Z
′
I is canonically isomorphic to
W ′(I)×XI

∏
j∈J
W ′(Ij)



×Y I

(F (I; (Ij))×W (I)

∏
j∈J
ZIj



 ,
and similarly F ′(I; (Ij))×∏
j∈J W
′(Ij)
(∏
j∈J Z
′
Ij
)
can be identified canonically with
W ′(I)×XI

∏
j∈J
W ′(Ij)



×Y I

(F (I; (Ij))×∏
j∈J W (Ij)

∏
j∈J
ZIj



 .
Hence we can take d˜′α to be the isomorphism
idW ′(I)×
XI (
∏
j∈J W
′(Ij))×d˜α.
It is clear that d˜′α and ν˜
′
α satisfy the required compatibilities, because d˜α and ν˜α
do. Therefore, they give the weak factorization structure on {Z ′,W ′(I)}, and the
proof is complete. 
Combining Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 4.4 we can understand how to pull back
a factorization space along an e´tale morphism φ. We define a weak factorization
space in the na¨ıve way over the open sets V Iφ ⊂ X
I ; then we use the functor Glue
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to extend the components of the weak factorization space to all of XI . Similarly,
we can define the pullback of a factorization algebra along an e´tale morphism.
6. Examples of universal factorization spaces
Our goal is now to give a precise definition of a universal factorization space in
some dimension d. Roughly, it should be an assignment of a factorization space to
each smooth d-dimensional variety, in a way behaving well with respect to e´tale mor-
phisms between varieties, but also behaving well in families. In order to carefully
formulate this condition, we need to define the notion of a family of factorization
spaces.
Definition 6.1. Let S be a scheme of finite type over k, and let π : X → S be a
smooth morphism of dimension d. Let (X/S)I denote the I-fold fibre product
X ×S X ×S . . .×S X ≃ X
I ×SI S.
A relative factorization space over X/S consists of the following data:
(1) For each finite set I, we have a prestack Y(X/S)I ∈ PreStk/S , representable
by an indscheme, and equipped with a map
fI : Y(X/S)I → (X/S)
I
and a formally integrable relative connection over (X/S)I/S.
(2) For each surjection α : I ։ J , we require an isomorphism να fulfilling Ran’s
condition over the diagonal (X/S)J →֒ (X/S)I .
(3) For each surjection α : I ։ J , we also require an isomorphism dα fulfilling
the factorization condition over U(α)×XI (X/S)
I .
We require that these isomorphisms be compatible with each other and with com-
position.
Remark 6.2. (1) Note that this is strictly weaker than a factorization space
over the total space X : not only are the spaces only required to be defined
and to be equipped with the appropriate isomorphisms over smaller spaces
(X/S)I ⊂ XI , the connection is only required to be defined along the fibres
of X over S.
(2) Note also that this is not an example of a weak factorization space over X ,
because (X/S)I need not contain an open neighbourhood of the diagonal
∆(X).
(3) On the other hand, given a factorization space on the total space X , re-
striction of each piece to the appropriate (X/S)I does give a relative fac-
torization space.
We can now formulate the notion of a universal factorization space; it is modelled
on the definition of a universal D-module as in [BD04], 2.9.9:
Definition 6.3. Let d be a positive integer. A universal factorization space of
dimension d consists of the following data:
(1) For each smooth family π : X → S of relative dimension d, we require a
relative factorization space
YRan(X/S) =
{
Y(X/S)I → (X/S)
I
}
over X/S.
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(2) For each fibrewise e´tale morphism of smooth d-dimensional families φ :
X/S → X ′/S′ we require an isomorphism
Y(φ) : YRan(X/S) ∼−→ φ
∗YRan(X′/S′)
of relative factorization spaces. These isomorphisms are required to be
compatible with composition of fibrewise e´tale morphisms.
Let us now discuss some important examples of factorization spaces from the
literature, and check that they are indeed compatible with respect to pullback
along e´tale morphisms between smooth curves. (It is also possible to define relative
versions of these factorization spaces, over families of smooth curves, but since
the focus of this paper is on the pullback, we will only discuss this property.)
Our two examples will be the Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian and the space of
meromorphic jets of [KV04].
The critical observation in both examples is the following: let S be an arbitrary
scheme, and consider a morphism cI : S → CI whose image lies in the open
subscheme V Iφ of C
I , and let {cI} denote the union of the graphs of the functions
ci : S → C. Then the e´tale morphism φ induces an isomorphism between the formal
schemes corresponding to the formal completions of the graphs in S × C:
(S × C)∧{cI}
∼−→ (S × C)∧{φI◦cI}.(1)
Example 6.4. Let G be a reductive algebraic group, let C be a smooth curve, and
recall the Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian, introduced in [BD] and defined by the
family
GrG,CI : S 7→ GrG,CI (S)
..=

(cI ,P , σ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
cI : S → CI ;
P → S × C a principal G-bundle;
σ : S × C \ {cI} → P a section

 .
Proposition 6.5. The Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian is universal with respect
to pullback along e´tale morphisms between the smooth curves C.
Proof. Let φ : C → D be an e´tale morphism of smooth curves. We wish to show that
the pullback of the Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian over D along φ is isomorphic
to the Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian over C; in order to do this it is sufficient
to show that for each finite set I we have isomorphisms of the Ith components over
the open subscheme V Iφ ⊂ C
I . By definition, the Ith component of the pullback
on V Iφ is
V Iφ ×DI GrG,DI .
An S-point of this space is given by the data (cI , dI ,P , σ), where cI : S → V Iφ ⊂ C
I ,
dI = φI ◦ cI , P is a principal G-bundle on S × D, and σ is a trivialization of P
away from {dI}.
Recall that the data of P and σ is equivalent to the data of a principal G-bundle
on the formal neighbourhood of the graph {dI} together with a trivialization of
this bundle on the punctured formal neighbourhood. But since the formal neigh-
bourhood of {dI} in S ×D is isomorphic to the formal neighbourhood of {cI} in
S × C as in (1), this data is equivalent to the data of a principal G-bundle P ′ on
S×C together with a trivialization σ′ away from the graph {cI}. That is, we have
a canonical isomorphism(
V Iφ ×DI GrG,DI
)
(S) ≃
(
V Iφ ×CI GrG,CI
)
(S).
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It is straightforward to see that these isomorphisms are functorial in S, and hence
induce an isomorphism
V Iφ ×DI GrG,DI → V
I
φ ×CI GrG,CI
for each finite set I. Moreover, as we allow I to vary, the resulting isomorphisms are
compatible with the factorization structures, and hence provide an isomorphism of
weak factorization spaces. Finally, we conclude by Theorem 4.4 that we have an
isomorphism of factorization spaces as desired. 
Example 6.6. Let us now study the factorization space of meromorphic jets, de-
fined in (3.3.2) of [KV04]. Fix X = Spec(A) an affine scheme, C a smooth curve,
and I a finite set. We are interested in the functor
L(X)CI : S → L(X)CI (S) ..= {(c
I , ρ)},
where cI : S → CI is a morphism, and ρ is a meromorphic function on the formal
neighbourhood of the graph {cI} in S × C. More formally, ρ is a morphism of
k-algebras
A→ KcI ,
where KcI is the ring of functions on the punctured formal neighbourhood of {c
I}.
Then it is clear that the isomorphism (1) induces an isomorphism
V Iφ ×DI L(X)DI
∼−→ V Iφ ×CI L(X)CI ,
giving rise to an isomorphism of the factorization space L(X)RanC with the pullback
of the factorization space L(X)RanD.
7. Pullback of factorization and chiral algebras
Let φ : X → Y be an e´tale morphism. We have defined a functor
φ∗ : FAlg(Y )→ FAlg(X).
In this section, we check that it is compatible under the pullback functor
φ∗ch : ChAlg(Y )→ ChAlg(X)
under Koszul duality.
Let us begin by recalling the definition of the chiral e´tale pullback functor φ∗
ch
.
We will do this in some detail, since it is not written elsewhere in the literature.
Let (BY , µY ) be a chiral algebra on Y : BY is a D-module on Y , and µY is a Lie
bracket on the pushforward BRanY ..= ∆(pt)Y,!(BY ) of BY to the Ran space:
µY : BRanY ⊗
ch BRanY 7→ BRanY .
For our purposes we will concentrate on the restriction of this map to Y 2; for
repeated copies of Y the argument is similar. Let us denote this restricted map
also by µY :
µY : (jY )∗j
∗
Y (BY ⊠ BY )→ (∆Y )!BY .
The pullback of the chiral algebra (BY , µY ) has as underlying DX -module simply
the module BX ..= φ!(BY ). The chiral bracket µX is defined on X2 in the following
way. Let W denote the disjoint union of W (2) = {(x1, x2)|φ(x1) 6= φ(x2)} and
∆X(X) in X
2; and let jW : W →֒ X
2 denote its open embedding into X2. Since
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{
UX ,W
}
forms an open cover of X2, it is sufficient to define the map µX on each
of these pieces in a compatible way.
Moreover, notice that the restriction of (∆X)!(BX) to UX is zero, and so the
restriction of µX to UX is of course zero. It follows that it suffices to define the
map µX on W .
Next notice that j∗
W
(jX)∗(jX)
∗(BX ⊠ BX) is canonically isomorphic to
j∗
W
(φ2)!(jY )∗j
∗
Y (BY ⊠ BY ).
Indeed, this can be seen from the following diagram of distinguished triangles of
sheaves on W :
→ j∗
W
(BX ⊠ BX) j∗W (jX)∗j
∗
X(BX ⊠ BX) j
∗
W
(∆X)!(∆X)
!(BX ⊠ BX)→
→ j∗
W
(φ2)!(BY ⊠ BY ) j∗W (φ
2)!(jY )∗j
∗
Y (BY ⊠ BY ) j
∗
W
(φ2)!(∆Y )!(∆Y )
!(BY ⊠ BY )→
(Here the left vertical isomorphism follows from the definition of BX and the com-
patibility of the exterior tensor product with pullback, and the right vertical map
is a base change isomorphism.)
Furthermore, base change also gives an isomorphism
j∗
W
(φ2)!(∆Y )!BY ∼−→ j
∗
W
(∆X)!BX .
From this we see that we can define j∗
W
(µX) to be the pullback of µY :
j∗
W
(φ2)!(jY )∗j
∗
Y (BY ⊠ BY )
j∗
W
(φ2)∗(µY )
−−−−−−−−→ j∗
W
(φ2)!(∆Y )!BY .
Proposition 7.1. Let {AY I} be a factorization algebra over Y , and let (BY , µY )
denote the corresponding chiral algebra on Y . Suppose that φ : X → Y be an
e´tale morphism, and let {AXI} denote the pullback of the factorization algebra to
X. Then the chiral algebra (B′X , µ
′
X) associated to this factorization algebra is
canonically isomorphic to the chiral algebra BX ..= φ∗chBY .
Proof. Let us begin by comparing the chiral brackets over X2. Since both are zero
away from ∆(X) ⊂ X2, it suffices to consider their restriction to W . Recall that
the bracket µ′X is defined using the factorization algebra structure on {AXI} from
the following diagram:
(jX)∗j
∗
X (AX ⊠AX)
AX2 (jX)∗j
∗
X (AX2) (∆X)!(∆X)
!AX2
(∆X)!AX .
∼
(jX )∗dX
∼
(∆X)!νX
Recall from the construction of the pullback of factorization algebras that the re-
striction of dX toW = UX∩W is just the pullback of the factorization isomorphism
dY along the restriction of φ
2 to a map W → UY . Hence we see that the restriction
of this diagram to W is the following diagram:
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j∗
W
(φ2)!(jY )∗j
∗
Y (AY ⊠AY )
j∗
W
(φ2)!AY 2 j
∗
W
(φ2)!(jY )∗j
∗
YAY 2 j
∗
W
(φ2)!(∆Y )!∆
!
YAY 2
j∗
W
(φ2)!(∆Y )!AY .
∼
j∗
W
(φ2)!(jY )∗dY
∼
j∗
W
(φ2)!(∆Y )!νY
That is, it agrees with the pullback along φ2 ◦ jW of the diagram used to define
the chiral bracket µY from the factorization algebra {AY I}. But then the resulting
chiral bracket must agree with the e´tale pullback µ′X of µY , as in the discussion
above.
To complete the proof, we must also compare the maps on repeated products
of X and the coherences between them, which encode the Jacobi identity. The
arguments proceed analogously to the above. 
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